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	Written by a well-known lecturer and consultant to the pharmaceutical industry, this book focuses on the pharmaceutical non-statistician working within a very strict regulatory environment. Statistical Thinking for Clinical Trials in Drug Regulation presents the concepts and statistical thinking behind medical studies with a direct connection to the regulatory environment so that readers can be clear where the statistical methodology fits in with industry requirements. Pharmaceutical-related examples are used throughout to set the information in context. As a result, this book provides a detailed overview of the statistical aspects of the design, conduct, analysis and presentation of data from clinical trials within drug regulation. Statistical Thinking for Clinical Trials in Drug Regulation:* Assists pharmaceutical personnel in communicating effectively with statisticians using statistical language* Improves the ability to read and understand statistical methodology in papers and reports and to critically appraise that methodology* Helps to understand the statistical aspects of the regulatory framework better quoting extensively from regulatory guidelines issued by the EMEA (European Medicines Evaluation Agency), ICH (International Committee on Harmonization and the FDA (Food and Drug Administration)
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Adobe Flex 4.5 Fundamentals: Training from the SourceAdobe Press, 2011

	Macromedia introduced Flex in 2004 so that developers could write web applications for the
	nearly ubiquitous Flash platform. These applications benefited from the improved design,
	usability, and portability that Flex made possible, dramatically changing the user experience.
	These features are a cornerstone of Web 2.0, a new generation...
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Extreme Programming with Ant: Building and Deploying Java Applications with JSP, EJB, XSLT, XDoclet, and JUnit (Developers Library)Sams Publishing, 2003
You've heard about Extreme Programming. You might have read articles or books describing the XP process, but what next? How do you implement XP principles into an actual Java project? This unique book explains everything you need for XP development, starting with Ant, the popular Java build tool. The authors describe every stage of a real-world...
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Radio Engineering for Wireless Communication and Sensor Applications (Artech House Mobile Communications Series)Artech House Publishers, 2003
The word radio means techniques that are used in transmitting and receiving information or power in the atmosphere or free space, or in transmission lines utilizing electromagnetic waves—so-called radio waves—but also the equipment needed therein.

This book provides the reader with the basics in radio engineering, the...
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Systems and Software Verification: Model-Checking Techniques and ToolsSpringer, 2001

	Model checking is a powerful approach for the formal verification of software. It automatically provides complete proofs of correctness, or explains, via counter-examples, why a system is not correct. Here, the author provides a well written and basic introduction to the new technique. The first part describes in simple terms the theoretical...
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Head First C#: A Learner's Guide to Real-World Programming with Visual C# and .NETO'Reilly, 2010

	
		You want to learn C# programming, but you're not sure you want to suffer through another tedious technical book. You're in luck: Head First C# introduces this language in a fun, visual way. You'll quickly learn everything from creating your first program to learning sophisticated coding skills with C# 4.0, Visual...
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Dealing with Dementia: A Guide to Alzheimer's Disease and Other DementiasAllen & Unwin, 2004

	This work examines dementia with a special focus on Alzheimer's disease. A down-to-earth, comprehensive, and compassionate resource, this guide provides guidance for anyone struggling to come to terms with a diagnosis of dementia for themselves or a loved one. Filled with practical advice on drug treatments, complementary therapies, and...
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